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GR A N D HOTEL TR EM EZZO
By E M M A S L O L E Y

Inspiring women are the spirit behind this storied Lake Como hideaway

s

trong, dynamic women have always
been the backbone of the Grand Hotel
Tremezzo, the legendary belle epoque
palace on Lake Como founded by Maria
Gandola and her husband Enea in 1910.
The latest custodian is Valentina De
Santis, who grew up at the hotel under
the watchful eye of her grandmother
Maria Mallone, “a very strong personality … who lit up the rooms and marked the life of our
palace.” Today, De Santis and her mother, Antonella
Mallone — whose exquisite taste is evident in the hotel’s interior design — ensure this landmark remains
a beacon for hospitality in Italy’s lakes region. “We
strongly believe that the Grand Hotel Tremezzo has a
female personality,” De Santis says. “Everybody knows

ABOVE: Italy’s Grand Hotel
Tremezzo shines as a beacon of
hospitality in the lakes region.
OPPOSITE PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT: the views from the
hotel spa; Grand Hotel
Tremezzo in 1910; the opulent
lobby of the hotel today

the hotel as the ‘Grande Dame of Lake Como.’ And you
can feel this in every corner of the hotel, especially the
four historic suites, each dedicated to great ladies who
have marked the history of our Palace.”
The chiffon-lemon landmark is located in Tremezzo, a
tiny village on the eastern shore of the lake just before it
branches in two. From the outside, all is classic European
fin de siècle elegance: the ivy-covered entrance; the
liveried doormen who literally stop traffic for guests
crossing the road; the Juliet balconies and lacy ironwork.
Look back over your shoulder, though, and the hotel’s
champagne bar and swimming pool offer a startlingly
surreal modern touch: an impossibly blue rectangle
of water that seems to ﬂoat on the deeper green of the
lake, the village of Bellagio shimmering like a mirage in
the background.
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Inside, the enchanting surprises continue. A sitting room overflows with tufted chairs and sofas in
macaron-bright shades, while the walls are hung with
the family’s private collection of framed silk scarves
from the famous Como silk family Ratti. In the games
room, a 19th-century billiard table holds pride of place.
An alcove off the lobby draped in red velvet reveals a
sideboard holding glass jars full of candy. Whimsy is
part of the family’s M.O., and it continues into the glorious formal gardens, which feature discoveries like the
mural of a woman’s face behind a fountain and a teddy
bear called Bobo who lords over the scenic outlook at
the peak of the hill.
One of the skills De Santis and her mother bring to
bear on the property is seamlessly blending tradition and
modernity, apparent in every detail from the contemporary rooftop suites sporting terraces with Jacuzzis to the
newly opened spa set in the Villa Emilia which fuses the
classic — mosaics, frescos and vaulted ceilings — with
streamlined textures like onyx and Italian laser marble,
along with of-the-moment amenities like a gorgeous
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT :
Valentina De Santis, CEO of
the Grand Hotel Tremezzo;
the hotel’s early horsedrawn-carriage perk; historic
Suite Aurelia, named after
one of the property’s “grandest ladies,” features personal
antiques from Aurelia

hammam. The secret, according to De Santis, lies in
the hotel’s history. “In 1910, the Grand Hotel Tremezzo
opened its doors with lifts, heaters, sanitation and electricity,” she says. “Not only was it furnished with good
taste and aristocratic elegance, but it was equipped with
all the modern requirements. We brought it into the 21st
century to answer all the needs of modern travelers, offering them a place to live in, a place to dream in.” Across
the course of the century, dreamers have included both
literal royalty — like the Russian empress Alessandra
D’Assia, who stayed in the 1920s — and the Hollywood
kind: Greta Garbo, Vanessa Redgrave and Uma Thurman
have all laid their glamorous heads here.
Everything bears the hotel monogram, down to the
custom moleskine notebooks, the hotel’s own brand
of minibar snacks and the little wooden comb in the
amenities kit. The family knows that one of the hotel’s
greatest assets isn’t manufactured at all: that timelessly
beautiful lake. “What I love most about my beloved lake
is its sense of place,” De Santis rhapsodizes. “The fact that
it enters your heart and your soul and never leaves it.”
Her favorite places are the terraces and balconies at
sunrise, “because of the breathtaking and dazzling views.
If one were to choose a panorama to sum up the sublime
romanticism of Lake Como, one image to capture and
take home with you, it would have to be the Grigne
[Mountains] and the Bellagio.” Indeed, that view is
enough to make a traveler dream of recklessly throwing
in their routine and retiring here to live the life of a
lakeside aristocrat. If De Santis and her family have their
way, guests will continue living that dream for centuries
to come. CL
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“EVERYBODY
KNOWS THE
HOTEL AS THE
‘GRANDE DAME
OF LAKE COMO.’
AND YOU CAN
FEEL THIS IN
EVERY CORNER
OF THE HOTEL.”

